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21 Cobb Street, Scarborough, WA 6019

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Area: 848 m2 Type: House

Tonia  McNeilly
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Contact agent

What a home! This is going to delight the most fastidious of buyers and those that need loads of room but want very little

maintenance.On the border of City Beach and Scarborough, this large single level home has been designed to provide

year-round entertaining from its north facing living areas.The spaces open via oversized stacking and sliding doors to

create a glorious space suitable for big parties and free flowing family living but just as easy as they can be opened up, they

can be closed off to give you small intimate rooms for movies and family dinners. The generous north facing lounge,

separate tv room, family dining and kitchen all open to spacious protected alfresco / sitting room which is set up with

BBQs, bar, tv, fridge, sink, ceiling fans - everything you could ever need.The stunning white kitchen has ample granite

benchtops that would delight any professional chef, cupboards galore, SMEG oven and Miele dishwasher.All of these

elevated rooms overlook the solar heated swimming pool with glimpses of the ocean to the west and are surrounded by

internal and external lush green low maintenance gardens.For the man in your life this home gives them everything they

have ever wanted the biggest MAN CAVE! Out the back hidden from the beauty of the main home, is a sensation garage

with a large side garage and even more room beyond this, so don't tell me there is no storage or room for boys' toys. You

can get multiple cars on the property either in the garage or behind the security gate and still have room for

skateboarding and basketball down the drive.  And did I mention all the additional storage in the roof!What else do we

have:Four bedrooms, a front office and a smaller study perfect for a teenager or small sewing roomSecond living / tv room

for teenagers or guest at the rear of the homeThree bathrooms including main spa bathroomBlackbutt floorsZoned

ducted reverse cycle air conditioningElectric blindsCommercial grade sliding doorsOutdoor showerFish scaling station

for the serious fishermanWater Rates: $1,919.90 p/a approx. Council Rates: $2,816.41 p/a approx. 


